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Worldwide the security of transport and storage of spent fuel with respect to terrorism threats
is a matter of concern.

In Germany a spent nuclear fuel management program was developed by the government
including a new concept of dry on-site interim storage instead of centralized interim storage.
In order to minimize transports of spent fuel casks between nuclear power plants,
reprocessing plants and central storage facilities, the operators of NPPs have to erect and to
use interim storage facilities for spent nuclear fuel on the site or in the vicinity of nuclear
power plants. Up to now, 11 on-site interim storage buildings, one storage tunnel and 4 on-
site interim storage areas (preliminary cask storage till the on-site interim storage building is
completed) have been licensed at 12 nuclear power plant sites. Inside the interim storage
buildings the casks are kept in upright position, whereas at the preliminary interim storage
areas horizontal storage of the casks on concrete slabs is used and each cask is covered by
concrete elements. Storage buildings and concrete elements are designed only for gamma
and neutron radiation shielding reasons and as weather protection. Therefore the security of
spent fuel inside a dual purpose transport and storage cask depends on the inherent safety
of the cask itself.

For nearly three decades BAM has been investigating cask safety under severe accident
conditions like drop tests from more than 9 m onto different targets and without impact
limiters as well as artificially damaged prototype casks. Since the terror attacks of 11
September 2001 the determination of casks' inherent safety also under extreme impact
conditions due to terrorist attacks has been of our increasing interest.

With respect to spent fuel storage one of the most critical scenarios of a terrorist attack for a
cask is the centric impact of a dynamic load onto the lid-seal-system caused e.g. by direct
aircraft crash or its engine as well as by a following impact of building structures of a nuclear
storage facility. In this context we present methods to calculate the deformation of cask
components and relative displacements between the metallic seals and their counterparts
with respect to the preservation of the leak tightness.

In this paper we also discuss examples of potential explosion impacts from dangerous goods
on CASTOR® spent fuel casks during transportation: experimental investigation of an LPG
rail tank explosion next to a cask and numerical simulation of a detonation blast wave due to
21 Mg explosives in a distance of 25 m to a cask.

The presented examples demonstrate the wide safety margins of the investigated monolithic
cast iron transport and storage casks.
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